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Abstract. In this paper an algorithm to extract the retina characteristic points 
for a human eye with diseases is presented. The background of both medical 
and computer science matters is given. The cataract is described and discussed 
as a newly considered eye disease for retina pattern recognition. The processing 
of the retina with this disease is introduced for comparison with previous works. 
The structure of the applied method is illustrated in detail with examples. The 
procedure of minutiae extraction from the processed sick retina is given.    
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1 Introduction 

The retina consists of many layers causing it to be of highly complicated structure. 
Optic disc is a location on the retina where the optic nerve exits the eye. It is also the 
entry point for the major blood vessels that supply the retina.  

We use retina blood vessels to recognize people because human retina is unique 
[1]. Even identical twins do not share a similar pattern of the blood vessels network in 
the retina. However, serious retina diseases, may cause problems in its pattern  
identification. A detailed discussion of such diseases is given by authors in [2]. In this 
paper, however, a brief study is presented to show the influence of some retina 
diseases on its recognition. In this section we are listing them for the reader 
convenience. 

Central Retinal Artery Occlusion, where a Part of the Artery may be Unseen 

It is a disease where blood flow through retinal artery is blocked. The patient 
complains of sudden painless loss of vision. Cholesterol and calcific emboli may 
result in permanent obstruction. Sometimes the artery can recapitalize with time. 
Acute treatment of central and branch artery occlusions is aimed at dilating the 
arteriole to permit the embolus to pass more distally and limit the damage. Results are 
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usually disappointing. Prolonged arterial occlusion results in severe, unrecoverable 
visual loss. 

Central Retinal Vein Occlusion  

This may result from abnormality of blood itself, an inflammation or an increased 
ocular pressure. The patient complains of sudden partial or complete loss of vision. 
Retinal laser treatment is given when it is necessary, some drugs can be taken such as 
rutoside, especially when we observe hemorrhages. 

Retinal Detachment – which may Hide the Retinal Vessels  

Patient notices the progressive development of a field defect, described as a 'shadow' 
or 'curtain'. It can be treated - surgically.  

Sometimes, it is impossible to assess the retina because of the cataract (Fig. 2). 
Opacification of the lens of the eye (cataract) is the most common cause of treatable 
blindness in the world. The large majority of the cataracts occur in older subjects, as a 
result of cumulative exposure to environmental and other influences such as smoking, 
UV radiation and elevated blood sugar levels. A smaller number of cataracts is 
associated with specific ocular or systemic disease (for example hypocalcemia, 
infection, systemic drugs particularly steroids) and defined physicochemical 
mechanisms. Some are congenital and may be inherited. An opacity in the lens of the 
eye causes a painless loss of vision, glare and may change refractive error. Visual 
acuity is reduced.  

A cataract appears black against the red reflex when the eye is examined with the 
direct ophthalmoscope. Slit lamp examination allows the cataract to be examined in 
detail, and the exact site of the opacity in the lens can be identified. It also can be 
treated – only surgically.  

 

Fig. 1. Peripheral retinal detachment in eye with cataract 
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2 Retina Pattern Algorithm 

I previous work [2] the authors presented their methodology giving the theory in a 
computer flowchart whilst the computer implementation was left to a future work. 
Here, in this paper, the pseudocode of the algorithm is given with some result 
examples. 

Computer Program Pseudocode 

AcquireData(); 
Image := LoadImage(); 
 
//Preprocessing 
//ConvertToGrayscale 
For I(x,y) in Image 
   I(x,y) := (R(I(x,y)) + G(I(x,y)) + B(I(x,y)))/3 
 
If(necessary) 
{ 
   //NormalizeHistogram 
   For I(x,y) in Image 
      I(x,y) := 255 * (I(x,y)-Min(Image))/(Max(Image)-

Min(Image)) 
 
   //DenoiseImage (K-size median filter) 
   For I(x,y) in Image 
      Neighborhood := Epsilon(I(x,y),K) 
      Neighborhood := Sort(Neighborhood) 
      I(x,y) := Neighborhood[Neighborhood.Length/2] 
 
   //EnhanceContrast 
   LUT = GenerateContrastEnhancingToneCurve() 
   For I(x,y) in Image 
      I(x,y) := LUT[I(x,y)] 
} 
//CreateMask 
Mask := new[Image.Width,Image.Height] 
For I(x,y) in Image 
   If(I(x,y)<Threshold) 
      Mask[x,y] := 1 
   Else 
      Mask[x,y] := 0 
 
//Vessel enhancement 
GaussianMatchedFilter(); 
EntropyBinarization(); 
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K3MThinning() 
//ExtractMinutiae 
For I(x,y) in Image 
   If(I(x,y) = 1) 
      VeinsCount := Sum(Epsilon(I(x,y),1)) - 1 
      If(VeinsCount = 1) 
         //Ending 
      Else If(VeinsCount = 3) 
         //Bifurcation 
      Else If(VeinsCount = 4) 
         //Crossing 
 
FindOpticDisc(); //optional 
FindFovea(); //optional 
CreateFeatureVectors(); 
 
** 
Legend: 
Image – image of retina 
I(x,y) – one pixel of image with coordinates x and y 
R(I(x,y)) – pixel’s red component value 
G(I(x,y)) – pixel’s green component value 
B(I(x,y)) – pixel’s blue component value 
Min(Image)) – lowest value of pixel in the image 
Max(Image)) – highest value of pixel in the image 
Epsilon(I(x,y),K) – set of pixels which distance to 

pixel I(x,y) is less or equal than K 
Sort(X) – sorting values in array X in ascending order 
GenerateContrastEnhancingToneCurve() – function 

generates tone curve from image 
new[W,H] – creating new object of image with width W 

and height H 
Threshold – certain threshold of binarization 
Sum(X) – sum of values in array X 

The Algorithm Steps Involve Preprocessing, Mask Creation, Vessel Segmentation 
Patter Thinning, Minutiae Extraction and Feature Vector Creation 

The image is first denoised contrast enhancement, conversion to greyscale and 
histogram normalization. 

It is noticed that retinal vessel are the best visible on green color channel. Because 
of this fact, we can use only that layer for searching of minutiae. 

The next step is vessel enhancement and segmentation with binarization. One of 
the approaches is using Gaussian Matched Filter [3] and then binarization (for  
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example Local Entropy Thresholding [4][5]). Blood vessels usually have poor local 
contrast and edge detection algorithms results are not sufficient. In Gaussian Matched 
Filter method we receive grayscale image approximated by Gaussian shaped curve. 
The aim is to detect piecewise linear segments of blood vessels so we create 12 
different mask filters and search for vessels in every 15 degrees. Fig. 2 shows the 
retina vessels after segmentation and enhancement.  

 

Fig. 2. Retina image after vessel segmentation and enhancement 

Then the retina image is thinned. This operation allows to get the image skeleton.  
In our work K3M [6] is used and the thinning result is shown in Fig.3. 

 

                                    (a)                                                                 (b)  

Fig. 3. Retina image (a) and its skeleton (b) 

The next step to find bifurcations, crossings and end points of vessels. It can be 
done with the aid of masks. Examples of retina minutiae are shown in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 6. Healthy retina – input images and results 

Retina with one of the mentioned above diseases (section 1) or defects will furnish 
different images of its pattern. Therefore, the preprocessing steps will give results a 
little diverged from the healthy eye. Figures 7- 10 show the results of treating such 
cases. 

 

(a) Vessel enhancement 
 

(b) Minutiae extraction 

Fig. 7. Vein occlusion – input images and processing results. Vein occlusion makes veins
ragged so algorithm removes huge part of them. It results in large losses of data (images b, c, d)
which is required to confident recognition. In image (e) due to stain of blood we find a lot of 
false minutiae which makes recognition even harder. 
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(c) Minutiae extraction 
 

(d) Minutiae extraction 
 

(e) Vessel enhancement 
 

Fig. 7. (continued) 
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(f) Minutiae extraction 

Fig. 7. (continued) 

It is worthy noticing that the artery occlusion creates same problems as vein 
occlusion [2]. A lot of ragged veins results in significant loss of data. From the other 
side, significant retinal detachment makes recognition impossible because we lose 
almost the whole data [2] except some certain cases.  

Retinal hemorrhage (Fig. 8) results in large loss of data, so recognition success and 
possibility is heavily dependent on its scale and location. We have to remember that 
treatment is possible and the whole blood may disappear. 

 

 

(a)                        (b) 

Fig. 8. Retinal hemorrhage – input image (a) and feature extract results (b) 

Optic nerve (Fig. 9) head inflammation do not change pattern of the veins so 
recognition should be still possible. 

Another eye disease is cataract (lens clouding), which shows completely different 
processing results (Fig. 10).  It removes almost the whole data, making recognition 
impossible. Cataract surgery is very common nowadays, and it results in transparent 
vision, which makes recognition possible. 
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Fig. 9. Optic nerve head inflammation – input images and results 

 

 

Fig. 10. Cataract – input images and results 

4 Result Analysis and Conclusions  

As we can see, there is a difference in features (quantitative and locally) between the 
healthy and diseased eye. Vein occlusion and artery occlusion often result in dashed 
veins after the usage of Gaussian Matched Filter. Current version of the algorithm 
cannot recover that state, and hence a large part of information is lost during the 
cleaning step (denoising and enhancement, … ) which proceeds the thinning stage. 
Most of the eye diseases and particularly those which hit the retina  would hide some 
parts of the retina would definitely cause data loss and makes recognition much 
harder and less confident. 

On the other hand some diseases have only minimal influence like optic nerve head 
inflammation or retina detachment after successful treatment. 

Authors are working on more cases and classification of new disease examples to 
prove the efficiency of the algorithm in treating general cases.  

In the current state, the conclusion is that sick retina cannot guarantee good 
algorithm results and the successful recognition is therefore affected.  However, this 
requires further research before giving the final definite decision on the sick retina 
identification results. This way we may at least exclude some of the diseases that 
would affect the results in a hundred percent.  
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